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ABSTRACT

In the field of cloud computing, infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is one of the most vital parts for building any types of cloud. The popularity of cloud management software is increasing day by day for smooth operation and administration of private cloud, public cloud or hybrid cloud. There are several open-source and commercial cloud management software exists in the market. Although the installation and configuration of those open source cloud management software is really difficult compare to commercial cloud management product nevertheless it gains a lot of popularity in the research and production network because of its free of cost, downloadable source code, community support etc.

OpenStack is one of the most widely open-source cloud computing platforms that support all types of cloud environments. It provides an Infrastructure-as-a-Service(IaaS) solution through a variety of services. The aim of implementation of OpenStack cloud management software is to build a private cloud in a virtual environment. To create the virtual environment, we use VMware workstation for deploying the virtual machine and then we install the Ubuntu operating system to install OpenStack on top of that. Since the installation of OpenStack cloud management software t is really a challenging task that is why we try use both manual configuration as well as scripting to make easy installation. After the proper installation of OpenStack we can define different types of service, allocate different resources using web interface as well as command line interface.

In this project the installation steps of OpenStack will help any organization like research institutions, government organizations, universities, cloud service providers who are interested to build their cloud in the test environment before building their real life cloud in the production network.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This is the introductory chapter of the project. In this chapter I will first describe the project working area. Then I will mention and provide brief discussion about the problem of the project goals and the methodology for doing the project. Finally, the short description the project structure will be mentioned at the end of the section.

1.1 Background

According to NIST, “Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” [1]. Cloud computing is a method for delivering different kinds of services over the Internet. It can be a software application (e.g., Gmail) delivered over the Internet. It can be a platform (e.g., Google App Engine) on top of which users can write an application. It can be an operating system (e.g., Amazon EC2 provides OS) where users can create their own platform and software. All these services can be accessed through an Internet connection [2]. Cloud computing solves the demand of computing resources (e.g., CPU, RAM, etc) for processing jobs. In recent years, the demand for processing jobs has increased to hundreds or thousands of CPU cores.

Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) cloud is one of the models of cloud computing used to deliver computing resources, and this is accomplished by provisioning virtual resources to customers. For example, if a person wants to run an online business, there is no need to set up his/her own IT infrastructure. Instead he/she can rent a virtual machine from Amazon and provide the service [3]. In addition to delivering the virtual resources, IaaS brings another advantage of “pay-per-use”. The pay-per-use model can be easily understood through comparison with an electricity payment scheme, paying only for the
amount of electricity consumed. Similarly, IaaS allows a customer to pay only for the used computing resource. This helps the business as it no longer requires investing capital in IT infrastructure and allows an enterprise to focus more on the business growth instead of thinking about over-provisioning and under-provisioning of the computing resource [1].

The actors involved in cloud computing related to IaaS are called cloud stakeholders. The cloud stakeholders are cloud providers and cloud users. The cloud providers are responsible for setting up the IT infrastructure and the cloud users use the infrastructure provided to complete their tasks. The private-IaaS-cloud model is selected where the cloud infrastructure is provided by a single organization for its different business units. The cloud management software is a piece of software that converts the existing physical IT infrastructure into a cloud infrastructure that supports the private-IaaS-cloud. The number of commercial cloud management software increases as the popularity of private-IaaS-cloud increases, such as VMware vCloud, CloudForms, etc [4].

1.2 Problem of the Project

Numerous contributions have been made by the open-source community related to private-IaaS-cloud. Some of the open-source cloud management software are Eucalyptus, Nimbus, CloudStack and OpenNebula [5,6]. The number of cloud management software is increasing day-by-day. One of the major problems for cloud consumers is choosing the cloud management software, as features of the cloud management software vary significantly. This makes it difficult for the cloud consumers to choose the software based on their business requirements. For example, if a cloud customer thinks that power management is important for his/her business, the cloud consumer have to read the information provided in the software website to identify whether the power management is provided with the software or not.
1.3 Goal of the Project
The major goal of the project is to implement OpenStack IaaS cloud management software in a virtual environment using command line interface and using web browser.

1.4 Methodology
The purpose of this project is to study the characteristics of cloud computing and how OpenStack can be implemented as a private cloud. The following steps are as follows:

1. The first step of the methodology involves literature study on the current industry trends of cloud computing.

2. Second step includes installation of VMware workstation, creation of virtual network, creation of virtual machines, installation of Ubuntu, update and upgrade of Ubuntu operating system, installation of NTP server, installation of MySQL Server etc.

3. Third step includes installation and configuration of different OpenStack modules on top of Ubuntu operating system hosted on virtual machines.

4. Finally, we will configure the OpenStack according to user needs using web browser.

1.5 Intended Audience
The project work deals with the installation of VMware workstation, creation of virtual machines, installation of Ubuntu, update and upgrade of Ubuntu operating system, installation of NTP server, installation of MySQL Server Operating system and installation of different OpenStack software. So, a person with a background of information technology along with having strong knowledge of any linux operating systems, scripting knowledge and networking concepts would be an appropriate audience for this project works. Moreover, the report will be suitable for students, researchers and industrials professional and general audience who have keen interest in implementing OpenStack as a IaaS.
1.6 Limitations
The focus has been on implementing OpenStack cloud management system in a private network and in a virtual environment. The cloud management system is implemented and configured with couple of services because of resource constraints. But the full implementation in the public cloud can be done as a future work.

1.7 Project Structure

- Chapter 1 is the introduction and background of the thesis. The rest chapters are structured as follows:

- Chapter 2 contains an overview of cloud computing, different types of cloud services and benefits and finally different cloud deployment model existing in the market.

- Chapter 3 starts with the introduction of OpenStack and then why IaaS is needed in cloud computing. In the chapter the architecture of the OpenStack is shown and finally components are briefly described.

- Chapter 4 contains the step by step implementation of OpenStack in a virtual machine environment.

- Chapter 5 contains conclusion of this chapter.
CHAPTER 2
SIMILAR STANDARDS AND TECHNOLOGIES

This chapter describes the relevant cloud management software which will help us to acquire the knowledge of other existing cloud management software in the industry. By studying these standards and technologies, we will be able to understand the advantages and disadvantages of different cloud management software. There are mainly two types of cloud management software exists in the market such as open-source and commercial product. In the open-source software, we have OpenStack, Eucalyptus, CloudStack, OpenNebula, Ganeti etc. On the other hand in the commercial product there are VMware vCloud, HP Cloud Matrix, Microsoft System Center etc. Couple of cloud management software is briefly explained below.

2.1 Eucalyptus

Eucalyptus is open source software for building private clouds that are compatible with AWS APIs. Eucalyptus is the acronym for Elastic Utility Computing Architecture for Linking Your Programs To Useful Systems [23]. It started as a research project at University of California, Santa Barbara, USA and founded company in 2009 to commercialize the project. Eucalyptus cloud software pools together compute, network, and storage resources within your IT environment to create on-demand, self-service private cloud resources. It can dynamically scale up or down depending on application workloads and is uniquely suited for enterprise clouds, delivering production-ready software. The benefits of this open source software for private clouds are highly efficient scalability, organization agility, and increased trust and control for IT [24][30]. The strengths and weaknesses of Eucalyptus are mentioned below.

Eucalyptus strengths are mentioned below [27][30].

- Excellent commercial support
- Fault-tolerance
- Offers a hybrid-cloud solution with AWS
Eucalyptus weaknesses are mentioned below [27][30].

- It is configurable but not very customizable
- Complex installation requirements
- Codebase is complicated

2.2 CloudStack

Apache CloudStack is open source software designed to deploy and manage large networks of virtual machines, as a highly available, highly scalable Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud computing platform. CloudStack is used by a number of service providers to offer public cloud services, and by many companies to provide an on-premises (private) cloud offering, or as part of a hybrid cloud solution [25][26]. CloudStack currently supports the most popular hypervisors: VMware, KVM, XenServer, Xen Cloud Platform (XCP) and Hyper-V [26]. The strengths and weaknesses of CloudStack are briefly mentioned below.

CloudStack strengths are mentioned below [26][27].

- Well-rounded GUI
- Stack is fairly simple
- Customization of the storage backend

CloudStack weaknesses are mentioned below [26][27].

- Very GUI centric
- Single java core
- AWS integration weak

2.3 OpenNebula

OpenNebula is a cloud computing platform for managing heterogeneous distributed data center infrastructures. The OpenNebula platform manages a data center's virtual infrastructure to build private, public and hybrid implementations of infrastructure as a service. OpenNebula is free and open-source software, subject to the requirements of the
Apache License[28]. OpenNebula provides features at the two main layers of Data Center Virtualization and Cloud Infrastructure [29][30][31].

The strengths of OpenNebula are mentioned below[32][33].

- Amazon API
- Fully platform independent
- On-demand provision of Virtual Data Centers
- Powerful CLI

The weakness of the OpenNebula is mentioned below.

- The development is managed by a small group in Europe

2.4 OpenStack

OpenStack is a cloud operating system that controls large pools of compute, storage, and networking resources throughout a datacenter, all managed through a dashboard that gives administrators control while empowering their users to provision resources through a web interface [34][35].

The strengths of OpenStack are mentioned below[33].

- Single codebase
- Excellent APIs
- Growing community
- Corporate support
- Excellent for large deployment

The weaknesses of the OpenStack are mentioned below[34][35][36].

- Young codebase
- Web interface is young and limited
- Uncertain future
CHAPTER 3
OVERVIEW OF CLOUD COMPUTING

This is the third chapter of the project report. In this chapter I will first introduce the definition and different attributed of cloud computing. Then I will discuss various types of cloud service models exist in the market. Finally, the short description the different cloud delivery models will be mentioned at the end of the section.

3.1 Cloud Computing

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configuration computing resources(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction.[1]

The definition of cloud computing is based on five important attributes such as

- Multitenancy (shared resources)
- Massive scalability
- Rapid Elasticity
- Pay as you go and
- On-demand self-service of resources.

The brief description of mentioned attributes is given below.

1. **Multitenancy**: In a multi-tenant model, cloud computing is based on a business model where computing resources such as storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth, virtual machines etc. are shared. In this model multiple users are sharing the resources in the network level, host level and application level.

2. **Massive scalability**: In cloud computing a company will have the ability to scale to tens of thousands of systems along with the ability of massively scale of
bandwidth and storage space. This available capability can be accessed through standard mechanism that promotes us by heterogeneous thin or thick cline platforms such as mobile phones, laptops, PDA etc.

3. **Elasticity of resources:** The cloud users can rapidly increase and decrease their computing resources whenever it is needed. In addition to that they can release the resources for the other cloud users when it is no longer needed to them.[7]

4. **Pay as you go:** The cloud users will pay for only the resources they actually consume. The cloud system will automatically control monitor and report to the provider and consumer of the utilized services.

5. **Self-provisioning of resources:** Users can self-provision computing resources, such as processing capability, software, storage and network resources without requiring human interaction with each service provider.

### 3.2 Cloud Computing Models

Cloud computing can be divided into three service delivery models [7][8] such as

- **Software as a Service (SaaS)**
- **Platform as a Service (PaaS)**
- **Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)**
3.2.1 Software as a Service (SaaS)

In this Software as a Service delivery model users are provided access to application software and databases. These application software and associated data are hosted to the third party cloud service provider. The responsibilities of the cloud providers are to manage the cloud infrastructure and platform where the application runs. In this model cloud service providers install and operate the software and on the other hand cloud users access the software on demand using the cloud clients such as browser on a computer or mobile device.

The key benefits of Software as a Service are given below.

- SaaS enables the organization to reduce IT costs by outsourcing the hosting, maintenance and support of the software to the cloud provider. SaaS enables software vendors to control and limit use, prohibits copying and distribution, and facilitates the control of all derivative versions of their software.
- There is no requirement of any hardware for the deployment of Software as a service. This deployment model can work on top the existing Internet access.
There is no need to install any patches to download or install in the client side. The SaaS provider manages all updates and upgrades. 

Accessibility can easily be achieved just only using browser and an internet connection to access the SaaS application, which can therefore be made available on a wide range of desktop and mobile devices.

Management of a SaaS application is supported by the vendor from the end user perspective, whereby a SaaS application can be configured using an API, but SaaS applications cannot be completely customized.

3.2.2 Platform as a Service

Platform as a service is a delivery cloud service model where service provider offers a software development environment as a service to application developer. This service model can also be represents as a pre-defined ready-to-use environment typically comprised of already deployed and configured IT resources. Cloud users can get rid of burden of application development management and can lessen the cost of the services.

3.2.3 Infrastructure as a Service

In this cloud service model, service provider will provide physical or more often virtual machines along with other resources. This IaaS model is similar to utility computing in which the idea is to offer computing resources to the clients in the same way as utilities. In this model the service provider will have the control of the whole infrastructure. The important features of IaaS are as follows.

Scalability
This is the ability to scale infrastructure requirements, such as computing resources, memory and storage based on usage requirements.

**Pay as you go**
In this feature the cloud users will have the ability of purchasing the exact amount of infrastructure required at any specific time.

### 3.3 Cloud Deployment Models

#### 3.3.1 Public Clouds

The cloud infrastructure is made available to the general public or a large industry group and is owned by an organization selling cloud services. The public cloud is hosted, operated and maintained by a third party vendor. The services of the public cloud are renders over a network that is open for public use.[1][9][20]

![Figure 3.2: Public Cloud](image-url)
### 3.3.2 Private Clouds

The private cloud is a particular cloud model which is operated solely for an organization. It may be managed by the organization or a third party and may exist on premise or off premise. In this model the pool of resources of the cloud is only accessible by a particular single organization and only the organization has the greater control and privacy on the resources.\[15][20]

![Private Cloud Diagram](image_url)

**Figure 3. 3: Private Cloud**

The features and benefits of private clouds therefore are mentioned below.

- **Higher security and privacy**: Public clouds services can implement a certain level of security but private clouds - using techniques such as distinct pools of resources with access restricted to connections made from behind one organization’s firewall, dedicated leased lines and/or on-site internal hosting - can ensure that operations are kept out of the reach of prying eyes.

- **More control**: as a private cloud is only accessible by a single organization, that organization will have the ability to configure and manage it inline with their
needs to achieve a tailored network solution. However, this level of control removes some of the economies of scale generated in public clouds by having centralized management of the hardware.

- **Cost and energy efficiency:** implementing a private cloud model can improve the allocation of resources within an organization by ensuring that the availability of resources to individual departments/business functions can directly and flexibly respond to their demand. Therefore, although they are not as cost effective as a public cloud services due to smaller economies of scale and increased management costs, they do make more efficient use of the computing resource than traditional LANs as they minimize the investment into unused capacity. Not only does this provide a cost saving but it can reduce an organization’s carbon footprint too.

- **Improved reliability:** even where resources (servers, networks etc.) are hosted internally, the creation of virtualized operating environments means that the network is more resilient to individual failures across the physical infrastructure. Virtual partitions can, for example, pull their resource from the remaining unaffected servers. In addition, where the cloud is hosted with a third party, the organization can still benefit from the physical security afforded to infrastructure hosted within data centers.

- **Cloud bursting:** some providers may offer the opportunity to employ cloud bursting, within a private cloud offering, in the event of spikes in demand. This service allows the provider to switch certain non-sensitive functions to a public cloud to free up more space in the private cloud for the sensitive functions that require it. Private clouds can even be integrated with public cloud services to form hybrid clouds where non-sensitive functions are always allocated to the public cloud to maximize the efficiencies on offer.
3.3.3 Hybrid Clouds

A hybrid cloud environment consisting of multiple internal and/or external providers is a possible deployment for organizations. With a hybrid cloud, organizations might run non-core applications in a public cloud, while maintaining core applications and sensitive data in-house in a private cloud. [20]
CHAPTER 4
OPENSTACK OVERVIEW

This is the fourth chapter of the project report. In this chapter I will first provide a brief overview of OpenStack. Then I will discuss the necessity of Infrastructure of a service (IaaS). Then I show the different architecture of OpenStack. Finally, the short description the different OpenStack components will be described at the end of the section.

4.1 OpenStack Overview

OpenStack is a Cloud ecosystem that controls large pools of storage, compute, and networking resources throughout a datacenter. This is all managed with a dashboard (horizon) that gives the administrator control while yet empowering their users to provision resources through a web interface.

OpenStack consist of a global collaboration of developers and cloud computing technologist producing the ubiquitous open source computing platform for both public and private clouds. The OpenStack project aims to deliver solutions for all types of clouds by being simple to implement, massively scalable, and feature rich. The technology consists of a series of interrelated projects delivering various components for a cloud infrastructure solution.

OpenStack was founded by Rackspace Hosting and NASA. OpenStack has grown to be a global software community of developers collaborating on a standard and massively scalable open source cloud operating system. This mission is to enable any organization to create and offer cloud computing services running on standard hardware.

4.2 Why IaaS

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) comprises computing, storage, desktop and networking resources delivered on demand. Infrastructure as a Service is that part of cloud computing
that allows leasing and managing computing infrastructure for business, office on needs. Computing infrastructure includes virtual machines (VMs), operating systems, middleware, runtime components, network, storage, data and applications. Cloud computing vendors provide the necessary underlying physical hardware (servers, network, and storage) that they own and manage transparently in the background. In general, organizations are embracing IaaS for one or more of the following reasons.

4.2.1 Capital Cost Avoidance

The difference between the capital cost of purchasing servers that an organization must write down over a period of years and the operational cost of renting the same server capabilities from a cloud provider is a core argument for IaaS. But every organization’s needs are different, and IaaS doesn’t always make better financial sense over in-house infrastructure solutions.

4.2.2 Fresh Technology

With more governments holding on longer to their PCs, servers, storage and networking gear, the prospect of renting infrastructure in the cloud can be a welcome idea. IaaS providers are more likely to employ the latest technology to attract customers. They can afford to do so because they lease IaaS resources to many different organizations at the same time.

4.2.3 Resources on Demand

In a traditional infrastructure model, if the IT team needs, for example, more storage to support a new initiative, it must procure the storage system, have it delivered, set it up, configure and test it, and then make it operational. In the cloud, such IaaS is provisioned online and available in a fraction of the time.

4.2.4 Rapid Response

On-demand IaaS resources also make it possible for IT teams to pull together entire
computing platforms rapidly. For example, if an organization must add hundreds of employees to meet a specific seasonal demand, the IT department can procure desktop resources, storage and the server environments and networking to support them from a centralized console.

### 4.2.5 Low Maintenance

Best of all, with IaaS, IT staff don’t have to put their hands on as many systems in order to troubleshoot and maintain them all. Significant system upgrades can be time- and resource-consuming for the IT group. But in the cloud, an IaaS provider handles upgrades, support and maintenance.
### 4.3 OpenStack Architecture

The Cloud Computing Architecture of a cloud solution is the structure of the system, which comprise on-premise and cloud resources, services, middleware, and software components, geo-location, the externally visible properties of those, and the relationships between them. The term also refers to documentation of a system's cloud computing architecture. Documenting facilitates communication between stakeholders, documents early decisions about high-level design, and allows reuse of design components and patterns between projects.

### 4.4 Conceptual architecture

OpenStack conceptual architecture shows the relationships among the OpenStack services in Figure 4.1.

![OpenStack Conceptual Architecture Diagram](image-url)
4.5 Logical architecture

To design, install, and configure a cloud, cloud administrators must understand the logical Architecture.

OpenStack modules are one of the following types:

- **Daemon:** Runs as a daemon. On Linux platforms, a daemon is usually installed as a service.
- **Script:** Installs and tests of a virtual environment.
- **Command Line Interface (CLI):** Enables users to submit API calls to OpenStack services through easy-to-use commands.
4.6 OpenStack Components

Compute (Nova)

OpenStack Compute is a tool to orchestrate a cloud, including running instances, managing networks, and controlling access to the cloud through users and projects. The code name of OpenStack compute service is Nova. Nova provides the software that can control Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) cloud computing platform. Nova does not include any virtualization software but it defines drivers to work with widely available virtualization technologies that run on host operating system.[15][17].

Block Storage (Cinder)

The codename of the OpenStack Block Storage service is Cinder. It provides persistent block-level storage devices for use with OpenStack compute instances. The block storage system manages the creation, attaching and detaching of the block devices to servers. Block storage volumes are fully integrated into OpenStack Compute and the Dashboard allowing for cloud users to manage their own storage needs.[15][17]

Dashboard (Horizon)

The OpenStack dashboard, also known as Horizon, is a Web interface that provides administrators and users a graphical interface to manage various OpenStack resources, services and also automate cloud-bases resources. It uses database to store sessions. The dashboard is one of the several ways users can interact with OpenStack resources. The design of the dashboard can accommodates third party products and services such as monitoring and management tools. Developers can automate access or build tools to manage resources using the native OpenStack API or the EC2 compatibility API. [17]
Identity Service (Keystone)

OpenStack Identity (Keystone) provides a central directory of users mapped to the OpenStack services they can access. It is a single point of integration for Openstack policy catalog, token and authentication. It acts as a common authentication system across the cloud operating system and can integrate with existing backend directory services like LDAP. It supports multiple forms of authentication including standard username and password credentials, token-based systems and AWS-style (i.e. Amazon Web Services) logins. Additionally, the catalog provides a query able list of all of the services deployed in an OpenStack cloud in a single registry. Keystone handles API requests as well as providing configurable catalog, policy, token and identity services. It communicates via OpenStack Identity API version 2. Each Keystone function has a pluggable backend which allows different ways to use the particular service. Standard backend includes LDAP or SQL, as well as Key Value Stores (KVS). Most people will use this as a point of customization for their current authentication services.[15][17]

Image Service (Glance)

The image service module of Openstack is also known as glance which enables users to discover, register, and retrieve virtual machine images. The image of Openstack is an operating system that is installed on a virtual machine(VM). The glance module does not does not store images, variations, or instances—but rather catalogs them and holds their metadata from Swift or a storage backend data store. Glance has a RESTful API that allows querying of VM image metadata as well as retrieval of the actual image.[15] Glance can provide addition, deletion, sharing or duplication of images.[17]
CHAPTER 5
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

The aim of this chapter is to provide step by step processes which are required performing a complete installation of OpenStack. We build a lab using VMware Workstation version 10. We chose Ubuntu LTS ISO to create virtual machines and install OpenStack on top of it and finally we used manual and scripting process to complete the installation.

5.1 Implementation of the OpenStack

The implementation of OpenStack requires a lot of steps. Before installation of OpenStack we need to install a lot of pre-requisite services such as MySQL, RabbitMQ, NTP, OpenSSH server for remote access into VM etc. The following are the OpenStack components which we are going to install.

- OpenStack Identity (Keystone)
- OpenStack Image Service (Glance)
- OpenStack Compute (Nova)
- OpenStack Dashboard (Horizon)
- OpenStack Storage (Cinder)

5.2 Creating Virtual Networks

The Virtual Machine (VM) which will be installed in VMware Workstation requires two networks: one public and one private network. Public network will have the internet access to download all the necessary installation components. On the other hand private network will be used for nested virtual guests. In VMware Workstation, after clicking Virtual Network Editor from the edit menu of the VMware workstation then new Virtual Network Editor window will appear. The Virtual Network Editor is shown in Figure 4.1.
Once the editor is launched, we can see different types of VM networks in the Virtual Network Editor. In the Virtual Network Editor, we create a public network which name is VMnet8 and type is Network Address Translation (NAT). The internet protocol (IP) address block for this public network is 192.168.79.0/24. Then we will create a private network which name is VMnet13 and type is Host-only. The internet protocol (IP) address block is 10.10.100.0/24. We need to unchecked the local DHCP service to distribute IP address to VMs and checked Subnet IP matches that is shown in Figure 4.2.
5.3 Creating New Virtual Machine in VMware Workstation

This is the step-by-step of the process of deploying a new Ubuntu Server Virtual Machine (VM) guest on VMware Workstation 10 using the installation wizard. First, we have to click on File tab and it will open a drop down menu. From drop down menu we need to select New Virtual Machine. The snapshot of the process is shown in Figure 5.3.

![Figure 5.3: New Virtual Machine](image)

After clicking New Virtual Machine, New Virtual Machine Wizard will appear. Then we need to select the Custom (advanced) radio button and click next. The Figure 5.4 shows a custom Virtual Machine.

![Figure 5.4: New Virtual Machine Wizard](image)
We will take the default settings of Workstation 10.0 for Hardware Compatibility and click next which are shown below in the Figure 5.5.

![Figure 5.5: Hardware Compatibility](image)

After Clicking the Browse button we will show the path of Ubuntu Server ISO to it in VMware workstation. Then we will click next. The process is shown in Figure 5.6.

![Figure 5.6: Browse Disc Image](image)
In the Easy Installation wizard we need to provide the full name of the virtual machine user and then user name and password which will be used to login to the virtual machine. After providing the required username and password we will click next which is show in the Figure 5.7.

![Figure 5.7: Define Virtual Machine User](image)

After clicking the next button a new wizard will appear where we need to define the name of Virtual machine which is shown in figure 5.8. Then click next button.
Then we need to select the number of processor and cores. The smallest build that would recommend is a 1 CPU with 2 cores. Selecting Number of Processor shown in Figure 5.9.

In the memory for the virtual machine wizard we will select 4 GB or ram which is recommended for testing environment. Figure 5.10 shows the amount of memory which was allocated for lab environment.
In the network type section we will select Network Address Translation (NAT) for network interface card for public facing interface which will be used for OpenStack packages. The network selection process is shown in Figure 5.11.
From the controllers type we will select LSI Logic and click next which is shown in Figure: 5.12.

![Selecting I/O Controller](image)

**Figure 5.12: Selecting I/O Controller**

We will select SCSI for the virtual disk type which is recommended and then click next which is given in Figure 5.13.

![Selection of Disk Type](image)

**Figure 5.13: Selection of Disk Type**
We will select “Create a new virtual disk” from Disk selection options and then click next which is shown in Figure 5.14.

![Figure 5.14: Creation of New Virtual Disk](image)

From “Disk Capacity” we will select 40 GB which is recommended size for deployment of Ubuntu in Virtual Machine. For ease of movement and management, we need to select “Store virtual disk as a single file”. After completion of the selection process click next.

![Figure 5.15: Disk Capacity Specification](image)
In the “Disk File” any name can be provided as the file name which is shown in Figure 5.16.

![Specify Disk File]

Figure 5. 16: Specify Disk File

We need to click on Customize Hardware option to customize the settings of virtual machine.

![Customize Hardware]

Figure 5. 17: Customize Hardware
From the hardware customization pane we will click processor on the left hand pane and on the right hand pane we will put check mark on “Virtualize Intel VT-x/EPT or AMD-V/RVI” and then click close button.

![Figure 5. 18: Enable Virtualize Intel VT](image)

After customization of the hardware settings we will click finis button.

![Figure 5. 19: Finish Virtual Machine Wizard](image)
5.4 Login to Ubuntu Operating System

We will login to our brand new virtual machine of Ubuntu operating system.

```
Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS aloc-havana tty1
Welcome to Ubuntu 12.04.5 LTS (GNU/Linux 3.8.0-29-generic x86_64)

  * Documentation:  https://help.ubuntu.com/
  New release '14.04.1 LTS' available,
  Run 'do-release-upgrade' to upgrade to it.

Login: kamrul
Password: [redacted]
```

Figure 5. 20: Log in prompt of Ubuntu in Virtual Machine

The first thing is we need to update our Ubuntu operating system. Then we install vim packages using the following commands.

1. **apt-get update**
2. **apt-get install vim**
Once the mentioned packages are downloaded and updated from the internet then we will enter in Ubuntu operating system as a root. Then we write a shell script which contains installation procedures. The written shell script is the installation procedure which can be modified according to the user need. Then the system needs to set some system environment variables which can be installed using the scripts. The system also needs to set manually the IP address of machine and the gateway. Once the setup of the environment variables then we need to run the scripts to setup the machine and reboot the machine according to the need of the OpenStack user.
5.5 Adding Network Adapters
After rebooting the virtual machine then we need to edit the virtual machine settings and click the add button to add network adapter.

After clicking on the add button we will get “Add Hardware Wizard” pane. From the pane we will select “Network Adapter” and click next.
For the “Network Adapter Type”, we need to choose “Custom: Specific virtual network” and pick the network “VMnet13 (Host-only)” from the drop list which is our internal network and the address is 10.10.100.0/24 segment. After doing all the actions click finish.
After rebooting the virtual machine the login prompt will be provided. We need to provide username and password in the machine to login. After successful login we need to run the shell script which we wrote to install OpenStack.

![Ubuntu](image)

**Figure 5. 26: Installation of OpenStack**

### 5.6 Configuring Network in OpenStack

In OpenStack installation, we need to configure the network and add firewall rules to reach our instances over ICMP and SSH. To do this we need to create a script file called default.sh where we will write down our rules. After writing down all the rules in that script files we will run the script. The rules of file are given below.

**Rule to add our network:**

Nova network-create vmnet --fixed-range-v4=10.10.100.0/24 --bridge-interface=br100 --multi-host=T

**Firewall rules to reach our instances over ICMP and SSH:**

nova secgroup-add-rule default tcp 22 22 0.0.0.0/0
nova secgroup-add-rule default icmp -1 -1 0.0.0.0/0
That script does the following:

- Create a flat DHCP network for guest VMs (10.10.100.0/24)
- Add a firewall rule to allow telnet (TCP 22) from all source IP addresses
- Add a firewall rule to allow ping (ICMP) from all source IP addresses

After running the script it will give the following output which is shown below.

```
root@Ubuntu:~
  # ls
OpenStack-All-in-One-Havana
root@Ubuntu:~
  # cd OpenStack-All-in-One-Havana
root@Ubuntu:~
  # ls
  all-in-one.sh  cinder.sh  default-net.sh  prepare.sh  README.md
root@Ubuntu:~
  # OpenStack-All-in-One-Havana
  # ls
  default-net.sh
```

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IP Protocol</th>
<th>From Port</th>
<th>To Port</th>
<th>IP Range</th>
<th>Source Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tcp</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>icmp</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>-1</td>
<td>0.0.0.0/0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

Figure 5. 27: Installation of default script

Figure 5. 28: Output of the default.sh file
5.7 Creating SSH Keypair

Generating an SSH key is quite simple. Entering the following commands will create SSH keypair. During the SSH keygen creation, it will prompt for different questions and we just need to press enter to take the defaults for file name and location. The file will be stored in a hidden directory (/root/.ssh) and the name will be id_rsa.pub. We need to change the name by any name and in our case we used “mykey”. The following command will be used to create keypair list.

1. nova keypair-add –pub_key id_rsa.pub mykey
2. nova keypair-list

Now we need to check the status of creation of the keypair list. To check that we will use the following in command prompt.

• nova keypair-list

The nova keypair-list command confirmed that key has been created and loaded into Nova. The output of the command is shown below.

![nova keypair-list output](image)

Figure 5. 29: Output of nova keypair-list

5.8 Remote Access Using Putty
We need to download putty for remote access to the virtual machines because it will make the interaction easier. It is not possible to copy and paste anything from outside of the virtual machines to inside of the virtual machine. In that case putty will help us to copy and paste any configuration to our Ubuntu virtual machine. After launching the putty we need to provide the internet protocol address of virtual machine to access the machine remotely using SSH protocol. The steps are shown in the figure below.

![PuTTY Configuration](image)

Figure 5. 30: Login Ubuntu machine from remotely using Putty

After successful login with root using putty from remotely to our Ubuntu virtual machine we will see the command prompt like the following. Now we can insert any command to our Ubuntu virtual machine using putty. The output is shown below.
5.9 Important things to remember for booting VM instance

- Instance flavor: By default there are 5 flavors. We can create according to our need.
- SSH Key name: This keypair has already been created.
- Image name: This are the boot images which will be used for installation in virtual machine. A CirrOS Linux machine image has already installed during the OpenStack installation.
- Security Group: By default only one group has created which has access rules.
- Instance name: This is name of the virtual machine.

The several nova command and its outputs are show below. The output of the “nova image-list” command is shown below.

![Nova image list](image)

Figure 5. 31: Shell prompt access using Putty

Figure 5. 32: Nova image list
The output of the “nova flavor-list” command is shown below.

![Nova flavor list](image1)

Figure 5. 33: Nova flavor list

The output of the “nova keypair-list” command is shown below.

![Nova Keypair list](image2)

Figure 5. 34: Nova Keypair list

The output of the “nova service-list” command is shown below.

![Nova service list](image3)

Figure 5. 35: Nova service list

The command “nova list” will show the different properties of the virtual instance created inside the OpenStack. The output of the “nova list” command also shows the identity of the instance, the name of the instance, the task of the instance, the state of the instance and finally the IP address of the instance.
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The “nova show” command shows all the properties of the created instance in details. The output of the command is shown below.

```
Figure 5.37: The properties of the created instance
```

### 5.10 Connecting to Nova Instance

To confirm that the created instance is actually running we need to access using SSH in host virtual machine remotely. The boot image is CirrOS and the default username is cirros with no password.
After successful login to the cirros operating system we need to check different configuration of the instance. First the “whoami” command is used to check the name of the user of the instance. Then “ifconfig” command is used to check the internet protocol address of the instance.

After completing the entire configuration in cli mode we need to access OpenStack dashboard (which is also called Horizon) using the web browser. The uniform resource locator of the OpenStack dashboard will as follows: http://192.168.79.129/horizon.
At the login screen there are two different accounts that can use to login. The first one is admin account. In admin account the username is admin and the password is OpenStack. After successful login as admin, the admin panel overview is shown below.

If we click on the Project tab in the left hand pane then the usage summary will Usage...
Summary for admin project will be displayed for all instances. The pie charts are showing the running instances. The following figure shows the project overview.

![Project overview](image1.png)

**Figure 5. 42: Project overview**

In the admin panel all the hypervisors summary report can be displayed. The total resources used by the hypervisors are shown in the pie chart and in the tabular format.

![Hypervisors summary](image2.png)

**Figure 5. 43: Hypervisors summary**
In the admin panel user can see the total statistics of all the instances in a nutshell. The project name, hostname, image name, ip address, status, state of the instance and different actions can be seen in the instances tab.

![Instances statistics](image1.png)

**Figure 5. 44: Instances statistics**

In the volume tab of the admin panel all the volume statistical data can be seen. User can create and delete volumes according to their needs.

![Volume statistics](image2.png)

**Figure 5. 45: Volume statistics**
In the flavors tab there are by default five different flavors which created during the install process of the OpenStack. The user can create different flavors based on their need. They can also delete and modify the existing flavors.

![Flavors statistics](image)

**Figure 5. 46: Flavors statistics**

Using the image tab, user can create their own image which will be used next to create the virtual instances. They can also delete and modify the images according to their need.

![Image statistics](image)

**Figure 5. 47: Image statistics**
The dashboard is place where user can launch the virtual machine instance. In the left hand pane user need to click on the instances menu options and then user need click on the “Launce Instance” button at the top right of screen. The steps are shown in the diagram.

On the Details tab there are a few fields that need to fill in to prepare instance. First user need to fill the name then from the instance boot source user need to select appropriate options. Then user will select the flavor and choose the boot source option. Finally user should choose the instance which will be installed in OpenStack cloud.
On the Access & Security tab, user needs to select the appropriate “keypair” to use. The “Security Groups” checkbox need to select for default. After providing all the information user need to click the “Launch” button.

In the “Task” option of the instances it is showing “Spawning”. After completing the install the power state will be running.
Figure 5. 51: Booting myinstance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instance Name</th>
<th>Image Name</th>
<th>IP Address</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Keypair</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Power State</th>
<th>Uptime</th>
<th>Actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>myinstance</td>
<td>Cirros 0.3.1</td>
<td>10.10.100.3</td>
<td>m1.8xlarge</td>
<td>mykey</td>
<td>Build</td>
<td>Spawning</td>
<td>No Status</td>
<td>1 minute</td>
<td>Associate Public IP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

Cloud Computing is the latest technology of provisioning scalable and reliable services over the internet. Different organizations rely on massively scalable IT infrastructure providers like Amazon for their cloud services. In this project we try to focus on one goal and that is to implement OpenStack IaaS cloud management software in a virtual environment using command line interface and using web browser.

The goal is achieved using the following several steps. The steps are: (1) installation and configuration of VMware workstation; (2) configuration of VMware network editor; (3) installation of Ubuntu server in VMware workstation and installation of different packages for preparing Ubuntu to hold OpenStack; (4) installation of different services of OpenStack and finally (5) configuration of OpenStack using command line interface and web interface.

Cloud computing is an attractive concept for small to lager enterprises as it brings lot of benefits on many levels. Now-a-days open source products play an increasingly important role in this market. There are several open source software solutions to implement IaaS (infrastructure as a service) cloud management software with rich feature sets which are comparable to commercial/closed sourced products.
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